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 Abstract. 
  One considers the contents of a document from 1927 which belongs to the 
archive material of the Serbian Orthodox Church and where the introducing of the 
calendar reform according to the project of Maksim Trpkovic (1864-1924) was 
proposed and its advantages over the modification done at the Panorthodox Congress 
in Constantinople in 1923 by Milutin Milankovic (1879-1958) were emphasized.  
 

After the First World War the Gregorian Calendar was adopted by many 
states. At the Panorthodox Congress in Constantinople in 1923 a solution was 
adopted according to which the Julian Calendar should be improved, but it was 
not accepted, i. e. followed, by all Orthodox Churches. Since the Serbian 
Orthodox Church had not reformed its calendar, Jovan Zivkovic (1859-1929), 
professor at the Theological School in Sremski Karlovci (he taught church rule 
and elements of orthodox paschalia) [1], who was appointed by the Church for 
the matter of calendar reform, addressed the Holy Archiereic Council with 
intention to solve the question of calendar reform.  

Two copies of this document (following the enclosed material) are kept 
in the Archives of Serbian Orthodox Church as No 91/40 dated on November 
19, 1927, i. e. December 2 according to the Gregorian Calendar, as well as No 
2456 dated on December 2/15, 1927, with regard that it was further sent for 
consideration to the Holy Archiereic Synod (see Appendix). In this document 
Zivkovic requires the calendar to be reformed according to the project of 
Maksim Trpkovic (1864-1924) and emphasizes the advantages of such a 
solution over the modification done during the Panorthodox Congress in 
Constantinople in 1923 by Milutin Milankovic (1879-1958). Zivkovic's greatest 
objections to the modified variant concern the fact that for such a way of 
reckoning the vernal equinox occurs on March 20. In Trpkovic's project  the 
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vernal equinox occurs on March 21 according to the existing rules. In the 
document Zivkovic writes: "When the Pan-Orthodox Congress adopted badly 
modified Trpkovic's project, it is to expect our Holy Synod to accept the quite 
good original","our Church and our people can be proud of Trpkovic's project, 
instead of avoiding this and letting it to be damaged by others, and being proud 
of it as something belonging to them, would mean a treason to Serbian 
Culture". 
     He addressed several times the highest Church Authorities explaining  
the necessity of calendar reform and its adequate solving. Also, he published (in 
1919, 1922, 1923, 1927, 1929) several articles concerning the calendar reform 
wherein he explains and favourises the project of Maksim Trpkovic [2]. The 
reform has not still been carried out by Serbian Orthodox Church for a number 
of reasons having essentially no scientific character.     
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